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the iphone has become an ubiquitous smartphone, and many would say that it is the most popular
smartphone ever made. that does not mean, however, that it has become the only smartphone. for a

second, let us take a look at the world of mobile phones, and the state of smartphone technology.
we know that the iphone was released in june of 2007. at that time, the iphone came with, amongst

other features, a 3.5 inch display with a resolution of 320 x 480. the iphone came with 16gb of
storage and the internal memory used 16gb. the iphone today has a 5.5 inch display with a

resolution of 640 x 1136. it came with 16gb of internal memory and now come with 64gb. the
number of distinct styles of the iphone has almost doubled from one generation to the other. the

iphone only two years ago came with a home button. with a small but successful 3rd generation, the
iphone came with a 4th home button. with the iphone 5, the iphone introduced 3 buttons. the iphone
6 and 6s both came with a 3rd button. the iphone 7 and 7 plus come with a 2nd button. the iphone
came with a 3.5 inch display. the screen resolution is 640x480 pixels. the iphone came with 16gb of

internal storage. the initial model of iphone was manufactured by apple. it did not come with any
type of a removable battery. the first and most popular of the iphone models came in white. the

original iphone was manufactured by apple. it was released in june of 2007 and was the first iphone
to come out. the first iphone was manufactured by apple. the 7 plus is also manufactured by apple

and was released in 2017. the iphone for the first time in history, had a completely touch id
fingerprint biometric based authentication system. apple introduced touch id with the iphone 5. the

iphone 4s was an incremental improvement to the iphone 4. apple's third-generation iphone, the
iphone 5, had two major enhancements over its predecessor. the first was that it was the first iphone
to have a front-facing camera as well as a rear-facing camera. the iphone 5 had a dual camera. the
second was that it had a touch id based fingerprint sensor. all iphones after the iphone 5 came with

touch id fingerprint.
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